Both at the workplace or in the home, conventional
and kitchen furniture are no longer a problem. In
addition to the lifting mechanism, LIFT has a weight
of around 19kg, offering everything you could wish
for in a customised wheelchair.
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Whether it‘s files on the top shelf in the office or the
bar at the pub in the evening, the LIFT opens up
new perspectives at the press of a button.

LIFT
For further information on PRO ACTIV
products and accessories, please refer to
our general catalogue or contact:
PRO ACTIV Reha - Technik GmbH
Im Hofstätt 11
D-72359 Dotternhausen
Telefon +49 (0)7427 9480-0
Fax +49 (0)7427 9480-25
info@proactiv-gmbh.de
www.proactiv-gmbh.de

Wheelchair with lifting function
for work and home

Eye contact with
colleagues

Double lifting
mechanism
– supports a body
weight of up to
120 kg

Small packing dimension

Reaching new heights
Peter is a trained car mechanic. After his accident, his dream
of owning his own garage faded into the background. His
hopes rose again after re-training to become an industrial
mechanic, however, he then found it difficult to find a job.
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With a LIFT, Peter now has access to completely new
horizons. Thanks to the simple lifting mechanism, he can
now reach his required working height in a matter of
seconds. He operates lathes and milling machines without
assistance and without having to make complicated
adjustments. Peter values at least being able to look his
work colleagues in the eye when conversing with them.
Peter estimates that he uses the lifting mechanism more
than 300 times daily.
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After work, the LIFT usually remains at Peter‘s workplace
and he then transfers to his active wheelchair. However,
when he wants to work on his Chevy, he takes his wheelchair home. Whatever your lifestyle, whatever your job, the
LIFT is an indispensable companion.
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Flexible and quick seat height adjustment – supported by gas springs
Also available with electrical lifting
function (just press the button) – can
also be retrofitted

< Electrical wheel drive can also be retrofitted

Table – easy and quick to attach

